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What is a History Harvest?
● A digital collection 
that archives and 
contextualizes 
material culture that 
belong with their 
owners
● A means to 
“un-ghost” the 
groups whose 
history is often 
hidden or erased 




“We believe that our collective history is more diverse 
and multi-faceted than most people give credit for and 
that most of this history is not found in archives, historical 
societies, museums or libraries, but rather in the stories 
that ordinary people have to tell from their own 
experience and in the things - the objects and artifacts - 
that people keep and collect to tell the story of their lives.”
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, https://historyharvest.unl.edu
Two History Harvests (No, three, sir!)
IU, take 1: Spring 2019
● Undergraduate-driven 
research project for 
ASURE, HIST-A200
Fall 2020 Longstown
● Jazma Sutton, Chavonté 
Wright
● Support from IDAH and 
CRRES
IU, take 2: Fall 2020
● Spring 2019 as a 
jumping-off point
● CRRES, IDAH, 
HIST-H301
Why did we want to do one (or three)?
To start somewhere
CRRES
● To develop a small CRRES-based project 
involving outreach and research
● To connect with Indiana Studies initiatives 
by highlighting underrepresented histories
● To solidify a long-discussed partnership 
with IDAH
IDAH
● To test the potential for an undergraduate  
service-learning digital-history opportunity
● To jumpstart the idea of 
community-involvement digital projects 
within the IDAH network
● To sandbox some of the practical and 
technical  considerations that support the 
first two points
Scenes from a History Harvest
First Thursdays, IU-B, October 2019 Longtown, OH, September 2019





3. Archival capture and posterity
4. Researchers
The technical elements
The major consideration: balancing short-term 
complexity with long-term sustainability
● Make the most effective use of automation by 
limited technical staff during project 
development phase
● Provide easy low-tech access to the entirety of 
the project team during its development
● Sustain the project with minimal computing 
needs (staff and hosting) long-term
The community elements
CRRES research mission
● First Thursday a good  start, but a long way 
to go
● Longtown History Harvest as a model for 
the future 
Bicentennial & Indiana Remixed
● Digital exhibit to showcase some digital objects, 
and perhaps some actual ones too
● Another First Thursday History Harvest -- more 
outreach to communities
Future community considerations
History Harvests  should emerge from 
community interest, investment, goals
Our model started with undergraduate-class needs, which worked well for the 
capture of itinerant 4-year-student history but it felt top-down when we expanded it 
to campus.
● More outreach to  create more community in different spaces on campus
● Identify additional communities in Indiana to do HH’s like Longtown
Some faves
Alebrije cat
Samba shoes
Knitting 
supplies
